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When is the last time you reviewed your
fiber cleaning training?

Successful fiber optic cleaning is essential to flawless network
performance and reliability. This resource guide will help ensure your

cleaning practices result in more reliable fiber optic networks.

Contact xxx for more information on Sticklers products and resources.

www.microcare.com

Sticklers YouTube Channel

▢ Review this "Dos and Don'ts" guide for your most successful fiber optic cleaning results.

▢ View the suggested best practices training videos in this guide to stay on top of fiber
industry cleaning standards.

▢ Subscribe to the Sticklers YouTube channel for all our video tutorials and current fiber
industry cleaning recommendations.
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https://www.microcare.com/
http://bit.ly/Watch-Sticklers-Videos
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Contamination is the biggest threat to fiber signals, so follow these guidelines to
successful fiber optic cleaning. 

Do

Wipe down your work surface and
tools prior to fiber cleaning .

Wash your hands before handling
clean tools & fiber optic connectors.

Always keep a ready-supply of
cleaning fluids and tools on-hand. 

Use the 3 step process of Inspect,
Clean, Inspect 

Treat all termini as though they are
laser-energized. 

Understand that most laser and LED
light sources can cause damage.

Determine the correct cleaning
technique for the contaminant and

fiber optic end-face.  

Don't

Don't wear disposable gloves while
working with wipes and sticks. 

Don't use moisturizer on your hands
prior to cleaning.

Don't skip important industry cleaning
standards.

Don't look directly at laser-energized
fiber optic termini with your eyes. 

Don't expose skin to direct or
scattered radiation. 
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Do

Clean in an enclosed area whenever
possible. 

Use correct cleaning techniques to
remove contamination.

 Use an optical grade cleaning fluid 
from a hermetically sealed container.

Use high-quality wipes & sticks to
prevent linting & cross-contamination. 

Use the wet-dry cleaning method. 

Clean both ends of the mated pair to
avoid cross contamination. 

Perform routine inspections when
installing or servicing fiber optic

connections. 

Clean it right the first time to IEC
61300-3-35 standards. 

Don't

Don't allow extra contaminants into
the cleaning process. 

Don't wipe the end-face on your
clothing. 

Don't use cleaning fluid from a
refillable container.

  Don't reuse wipes & sticks. Throw
away after each use.

Don’t forget to repeat the inspection
process until clean.

                                                                    
                                                                 
  

Don't miss our "best practices" videos.
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Watch the Video

Training Videos

Watch our video above for a complete review of all the
suggested "do's and dont's" of cleaning fiber end-faces.

Review all our "best practices" in fiber network cleaning above
with our 3-part training series.
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BtogdOkcPx4
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I6gOsoOnQvk
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Consult with the Cleaning Experts

Visit Sticklers Online

When you need perfectly clean splices & connectors™ 

With unmatched innovation and performance, only
Sticklers™ products can deliver perfectly clean

ports, jumpers and splices at the lowest possible
cost-per-cleaning.  Let us know how we can help you

improve your fiber optic cleaning.

I look forward to answering
your questions!

Provide name

Email address

Phone number 

https://microcare.com/

